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Request for Deployment Variance 
for Stream 2 Material
Appendix 22 FGRMS
.\partials\AB-Gov Black.jpg
Requesting Agency 
Request Category
Deployment Population (CROP) Description
Production Population Origins if not a Fixed Production Unit (to add multiple lines, use the buttons provided or attach list to email when submitting form)
Legal Location
(optional)
Provide in decimal format, to six decimal places (Example: Lot 56.123456 Long 118.123456)
Proposed Deployment Area
Provide in decimal format, to six decimal places (Example: Lot 56.123456 Long 118.123456)
Latitude Range
(use decimal degree format to six decimal places)
Longitude Range
(use decimal degree format to six decimal places)
Elevation Range (m)
Declaration
Variance Approval (Department Use Only)
8.2.1.3158.1.475346.466429
Tree Improvement Program
Request for Deployment Variance for Stream 2 Material
Mar. 2020
July 2018
Sima Mpofu
Agriculture and Forestry
This form is used by public land operators to request out-of-CPP-region transfers for Stream 2 materials. The form collects all the information required by geneticists to make an informed decision regarding the move, and documents the decision.
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